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All the reasons why: Exploring
the relationship between
morally controversial content in
13 Reasons Why and viewers’
moral rumination

Serena Daalmans*, Mariska Kleemans, Cedra Van Erp and

Addy Weijers

Behavioral Science Institute, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Controversial media content hasmainly been dealt with in relation to concerns

about how the media we consume might be detrimental to its viewers as

individuals and society at large. Nevertheless, researchers have started to take

a di�erent approach to these types of content, namely that these might lead to

processes of reflective appropriation, meaning-making, and moral rumination.

Via qualitative in-depth interviews with young adults (N = 45, age 18–24),

we sought to gain deeper insights into the experiences of and reflective

thoughts (i.e., moral rumination) about controversial media content. To map

when and what forms of moral rumination are incited in viewers, we chose

a popular example of a morally conflicted and highly controversial type of

media content, namely the Netflix series 13 Reasons Why. The results reveal

that moral rumination can exist in at least two forms, morally conclusive

(i.e., rumination that ends in a moral judgment) and morally inconclusive

(i.e., rumination that does not formulate a moral judgment but remains morally

in doubt) rumination. The grounds for the ruminations are mostly text-based

or based on the interaction of text and viewer characteristics, and are mostly

focused on the show’s central themes, such as suicide, guilt and responsibility,

sexually transgressive behaviors, and themes tied to identity formation. Overall,

the tendency of morally complex entertainment to promote moral rumination

suggests that such material should be examined as a type of eudaimonic

entertainment, which argues that viewers reflect on how the meaning of the

content relates to their own lives.

KEYWORDS

moral rumination, moral evaluation, 13 Reasons Why, qualitative interviews,

controversial media content

Introduction

In 2017, Netflix released the first season of 13 Reasons Why, based on the similarly

titled bestseller by Jay Asher. The wildly popular high school drama enumerates the

events that led high school student Hannah Baker to take her own life. The show

garnered unprecedented levels of social media engagement, quickly becoming the most
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tweeted-about show, it received both popular and critical

acclaim and quickly rose to Netflix’s most popular list (Min,

2017). However, the show’s success was also followed by

an overwhelming backlash to the show’s tone and message

from varied parties like high schools, parents, and medical

associations. The showwas seen by these parties as controversial,

and their concerns are particularly focused on the potential

for social contagion and copycat suicides, because (initially, the

scene is now removed) the show portrays the act of suicide

in such specific detail (Uhls et al., 2021). And while these

concerns have received some empirical support for young-at-

risk-viewers (Hong et al., 2019), research has also revealed the

potential the show has for fostering empathetic behaviors by

youngsters, openness about mental health needs, and reported

a better understanding of difficult topics such as depression,

suicide, bullying, and sexual assault (Wartella, 2020). As such it

seems that the show, which focuses on topics that are societally

perceived as controversial, provides viewers a platform, to

engage in moral (self-)reflection, or rumination if you will, on

complex themes.

Controversial media content, like 13 Reasons Why, has been

at the core of the discipline of communication science since

its inception. This type of content, often tied to depictions

of graphic violence, sex, or a combination, has mainly been

dealt with—in both societal debate and scholarly work—in

relation to concerns about how the media we consume might

be detrimental to its viewers as individuals as well as society

at large (Eden et al., 2011, 2017; Raney et al., 2020). The

debate has been rather consistent over time. On the one

hand, the debate focuses on a cluster of adverse effects on

the individual level, such as an increase in (potential for)

aggressive behavior and a decrease in empathy and prosociality.

On the other hand, it discusses concerns on the societal level,

particularly the decay of public morality and social norms

(Bartsch et al., 2016; Eden et al., 2017).

Quite recently, researchers have started to take a different

approach to controversial media content, showing that it might

lead to processes of reflective appropriation, meaning-making,

and moral rumination (Bartsch et al., 2016; Eden et al., 2017).

Beginning from the assumption that the consumption of (some

of the) controversial media content could be based on more

thanmindless thrill-seeking, violent fantasies, and escapism, and

might even be tied to personal wellbeing and growth (cf. Dill-

Shackleford et al., 2016). Studies by for example Bartsch et al.

(2016) and Scherr et al. (2017) have outlined that controversial

media content might be attractive to viewers because it offers the

potential for meaning-making.

Furthermore, a study by Eden et al. (2017) explored

if controversial and conflicted content—specifically a

controversial narrative from The Sopranos that depicted

an act of unpunished and graphic rape—could lead to moral

rumination in viewers. In that study, moral rumination was

defined as “the capacity and process by which a person evaluates

several perspectives on a moral issue, through which it becomes

clear which moral value is the most important in a specific

situation and what the preferred moral action is going to be”

(Eden et al., 2017, p. 143). The authors tied moral rumination to

the potential for moral growth and moral maturity. They found

that moral rumination was predicted by transportation into

the narrative world and was related to increased appreciation

of the shown episode. In the literature, appreciation—rather

than enjoyment—is seen as a eudaimonic gratification, and

is typed as “an experiential state that is characterized by the

perception of deeper meaning, the feeling of being moved, and

the motivation to elaborate on thoughts and feelings inspired by

the experience” (Oliver and Bartsch, 2010, p. 76).

Moral rumination and morally
complex content: 13 Reasons Why

The studies by Bartsch and Mares (2014), Bartsch et al.

(2016), Eden et al. (2017), and Scherr et al. (2017) outlined

that reflective thoughts—such as moral rumination—could

be sparked by conflicted and controversial media content.

However, it remains unclear what the ground or starting point

for this reflection or rumination exactly is. In this study, we

aim to provide insight into moral rumination as a concept,

by exploring what the antecedents of this concept are. We

opted for a qualitative approach, conducting in-depth interviews

since this methodological approach offers deep insights into

the experiences of and reflective thoughts about controversial

media content.

To map possible antecedents of moral rumination, we

chose a popular example of a morally conflicted and highly

controversial type of media content, namely the Netflix

series 13 Reasons Why. As previously outlined, the show has

sparked worldwide concerns regarding the possible negative

effects that the (graphic and unpunished) depiction of

controversial content—such as suicide, rape, (cyber)bullying,

and slut-shaming—might have on (young, at-risk) viewers (e.g.,

Jacobson, 2017; Tolentino, 2017; Arendt et al., 2019; Hong

et al., 2019; Niederkrotenthaler et al., 2019; Bridge et al., 2020).

While recent meta-analytical research has argued that there

is no evidence to support the belief that fictional media with

suicide themes lead to a suicide contagion among viewers

(Ferguson, 2019), the concerns regarding the potential for

suicide contagion effects remain (Stafford, 2017; Arendt et al.,

2019; Scalvini, 2020). Nevertheless, critics also suggest that

the show’s unflinching portrayals might lead to thoughtful

reflections and conversations among peers and parents about the

prevalence of bullying, depression, and gendered violence in our

culture (e.g., Ryan, 2017a,b; Lauricella et al., 2018). This line of

reasoning has also received empirical support (for non-at-risk

youths) (Lauricella et al., 2018; Arendt et al., 2019; Carter et al.,

2020; Chesin et al., 2020; Cingel et al., 2021). For example, in
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a study by Lauricella et al. (2018), the authors found that the

show resonated with teens and young adults, and they felt it was

beneficial for them and people their age to watch. Additionally,

the survey revealed that the show prompted conversations

between parents and adolescents about complex issues and led

adolescents to exhibit greater empathic and helping behavior

toward others.

These results provide initial support for the idea that 13

Reasons Why might prompt moral rumination in viewers. Still,

it remains unclear when it is prompted (e.g., before, during, or

after viewing) and what the moral rumination is about (e.g.,

specific characters, topics, or storylines). The current study aims

to explore and map if and howmoral rumination can be sparked

in viewers who watched the Netflix series 13 Reasons Why.

Moral evaluation of narratives

Research that has analyzed moral evaluations of televised

narratives in studying moral rumination forms an important

theoretical starting point. Moral rumination can be seen as a

complex form of morally evaluating various perspectives present

in the narrative to come to a moral judgment (Eden et al.,

2017). Previous research focusing on moral evaluations, i.e.,

the process through which moral judgments are formed, builds

heavily on Affective Disposition Theory (ADT, Zillmann, 2000)

as well as Raney (2004) extension of this theory (EADT). ADT

assumes that viewers judge every character’s action according

to their own moral make-up (Zillmann, 2000; Raney, 2004),

and the eventual moral judgment is based on a possible fit or

misfit between characters’ actions and the moral standards of the

viewer. EADT provides a base for arguing that this lens of moral

scrutiny for characters might work differently for characters we

like, and or characters who do not fit nicely into a hero/villain

mold (Raney, 2004; Shafer and Raney, 2012). Previous research

on moral evaluation revealed that these moral evaluations can

be based on (at least) three grounds or routes: primarily driven

by the text, both text and viewer characteristics, and primarily

driven by viewer characteristics (van Ommen et al., 2014, 2016).

We assume these grounds or routes might also be at play in

moral rumination (cf. Eden et al., 2017).

Potential antecedents of moral
rumination

When considering the role that the text (in this study

13 Reasons Why as a media narrative) might play in

prompting moral rumination, previous empirical work and

several theoretical concepts should be considered. First, when

the moral structure of 13 Reasons Why as a media narrative is

considered, the complexity of this narrative (with single episode

storylines as well as season-long arcs), the lack of moral closure,

and the morally ambiguous nature of the majority of the main

characters should be taken into consideration. Additionally,

building on the study by Eden et al. (2017), we know that the

specific content of a narrative can play an important role in

prompting moral rumination. They concluded that a narrative

featuring graphic, unjustified, and unpunished violence with no

moral resolution led to a conflicted state in viewers, prompting

moral rumination. Since there are a variety of controversial

situations of unjustified and unpunished violence in 13 Reasons

Why (e.g., the rapes of Hannah and Jessica), the question is if

these also spark moral rumination.

From research on the moral evaluation of complex

narratives, we know that mediated closeness plays an important

role in the moral evaluations and (subsequent) enjoyment of

characters (van Ommen et al., 2014, 2016, 2017). Mediated

closeness points to our transportation into the narrative world

and the closeness people can feel to characters and their plight

(Bilandzic, 2006). However, considering this for 13 Reasons

Why, we know that with each new tape (or episode) new,

morally complex information regarding controversial topics

(i.e., suicide, sexual harassment, bullying, rape) will come

to light. This might complicate the feelings of closeness

viewers have toward characters, and in guarding these feelings,

viewers might potentially enter into internal ruminations

about the closeness they (want to continue to) feel toward

favored characters.

Building on attribution theory, Tamborini et al. (2018)

argued that viewers might continue to like imperfect characters

who commit distasteful acts, through the active mental

attribution of the reprehensive behavior to external causes

portrayed in the media content. For example, in season 1,

the protagonist Hannah is a victim of bullying, shaming, and

rape, but also a bystander of rape and reckless behavior (which

indirectly causes another character, Jeff, to die). These complex

storylines might complicate feelings of closeness viewers feel,

which could lead to a process of attribution to external causes

through the process of moral rumination.

Second, aside from moral rumination potentially arising

from (conflicting) cues in the narrative, it might also be the

case that moral rumination occurs because of the interplay of

narrative and viewer characteristics. This interplay, made up

of the experiences and characteristics of the viewer and the

power of the narrative to transport viewers in the narrative, will

culminate in a specific reading of the narrative (Fiske, 1987;

Michelle, 2007; van Ommen et al., 2016). When focusing on the

interaction between the text and the viewer, schemas that viewers

have from previous media experiences might also play a role in

their responses to the show and the possible presence of moral

rumination. When someone watches a television show, such as

13 Reasons Why, various schemas are used to (immediately)

assess whether a character is good or bad (Fiske and Taylor,

1991). A schema can be described as an efficient map of prior

information about characters, events, or situations in clusters
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of related facts (Keen et al., 2012). As such, schemas consist of

a predictable pattern that viewers can use when encountering

media characters. However, if the chosen schema does not

fit and reclassification (i.e., inconsistency resolution, Sanders,

2010) is in order, this process might spark moral rumination

in viewers. For example, the character of Justin is initially

introduced as a stereotypical “bad boy” and a teenage heartthrob,

priming viewers with schemas they have about these types of

characters (Gopaldas andMolander, 2020). However, this is later

complicated by Justin’s family backstory of neglect and drug

abuse, as well as his unwavering love for Jessica. This shift in

the characterization of Justin could lead viewers to a process of

recategorization of the character, which (if complex)might spark

moral rumination.

Another way in which the narrative and viewer

characteristics might interact and potentially lead to moral

rumination is via “indirect” experiential closeness (van Ommen

et al., 2014). This form of closeness describes the state where

viewers mentally put themselves in a protagonist’s position and

explore internal questions, such as: What would I do if I were

in the protagonist’s shoes, or what if I were confronted with this

type of problem or dilemma? This mental process of going back

and forth between what a character has done (in relation to

the characters) and how a viewer feels about these actions and

taking on various perspectives, as presented in 13 Reasons Why

might lead to moral rumination.

Additionally, moral ruminationmight also be sparked by the

temporary expansion of the self-concept (i.e., TEBOTS, Slater

et al., 2014) through engagement with 13 Reasons Why as a

narrative. TEBOTS argues that the desire for release from the

confines of the self leads viewers to the vicarious experience

of characters and fictional lives that are (in)comparable to our

own. As such, people expand their sense of self through (briefly)

living vicariously through characters and transcending their

limitations by temporarily being a different self (Slater et al.,

2014; Johnson et al., 2015). However, due to themorally complex

buildup of the episodes and the narrative arcs in 13 Reasons

Why—and the possibility of binge viewing and immersion

into the story world—this might complicate identification and

character loyalties and various ways in which the viewer can

expand the boundaries of the self. Thus, potentially also forming

ground for moral rumination.

Finally, moral evaluations, and thereby possibly also moral

rumination, might be created through a reading of the narrative

in which viewer characteristics are the most dominant. As

Hall’s (1993) model of encoding and decoding describes, viewers

are not passive recipients of a narrative. Instead, viewers give

meaning to mediated narratives based on personal history and

frameworks of knowledge and meaning, which then leads to

the possibility of a large array of interpretations of the same

narrative (Livingstone, 1990; Chisholm, 1991). Furthermore,

viewers may have a specific moral make-up that relates to (or

conflicts with) the experiences, behavior, and moral framework

of the characters featured in 13 Reasons Why. The moral

rumination can then be guided by the moral makeup and

viewers’ past experiences with the topic and themes discussed

in 13 Reasons Why.

More specifically, research has outlined that when making

moral evaluations, a connection between the content of the

narrative and personal experiences and expertise can through

perceived realism lead to more enjoyment of the narrative and

guide the outcome of the moral evaluation toward specific

judgments (Bilandzic, 2006; van Ommen et al., 2016, 2017).

In the case of such experiential closeness, the media content

activates relevant structures the viewer has and cues moral

evaluations based on a comparison of one’s own beliefs and

norms and the belief structure in the text. Previous research

has outlined that a mismatch between portrayed events in

the narrative and viewers’ personal experiences and values

resulted in a distance toward the narrative coupled with counter-

argumentation in the moral evaluation (Bilandzic, 2006; van

Ommen et al., 2016). This extensive counter-argumentation in

moral evaluation could be a form of moral rumination. This

has been previously conceptualized as a complex form of moral

evaluation in which the viewer considers multiple perspectives

(Eden et al., 2017). Therefore, we believe that viewers with

explicit experience with particular narrative themes in 13

Reasons Why (i.e., high school experience, identity formation,

bullying) and vivid memories of this (high school) period, in

general, might be more prone to morally ruminate about the

issues presented in the narrative.

The current study: Rationale and
research questions

Taken together, this study will explore young adults (18 years

and older) viewing experiences and potential moral rumination

as a result of 13 Reasons Why. Young adults will likely have a

vivid recall of the high school experience, but also have a greater

potential for (self)reflection of the period since they are no

longer in high school (King and Kitchener, 1994). Our research

aims to increase the understanding of moral rumination sparked

by conflicted media content that depicts controversial topics.

Building on previous work that has mapped the grounds of

moral evaluation, for complex media content, we, therefore,

believe that cues in the text, the interaction between viewer and

text, and viewer characteristics might function as antecedents

(or grounds) in prompting moral rumination (van Ommen

et al., 2014, 2016, 2017). Furthermore, we extend the work of

Bartsch et al. (2016) and Eden et al. (2017), in our ambition

to present knowledge that moral rumination can be sparked

by controversial content (in this study: the widely debated

13 Reasons Why). Therefore, this study aims to answer the

following question:
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RQ1: How do young adult viewers come to morally ruminate

about the content of 13 Reasons Why, and what are the

grounds for this moral rumination?

Materials and methods

To explore the possible antecedents of and variations in

moral rumination, as well as map which specific content leads to

moral rumination, we conducted qualitative in-depth interviews

with a sample of 45 participants. Qualitative research was used

in this study because it was concerned with exploring how

moral rumination was sparked by the interaction of viewers

with 13 Reasons Why (specifically the first season, which was

broadcast a few months before the interviews) as a morally

complex narrative. Qualitative research aims to produce a well-

rounded and contextual insight into and understanding of how

certain aspects of the social world are experienced, interpreted,

or produced based on rich, descriptive, and in-depth data (Braun

and Clarke, 2013).

Participants

Following the principles of theoretical sampling (Patton,

2002), participants were selected based on criteria derived from

theoretical research and ethical considerations. As outlined

before, young adults were sampled based on the idea that

they might reflect on the representation of teenage life in 13

Reasons Why because it might correspond with events that

they had encountered as teenagers in high school (i.e., direct

experiential closeness; Bilandzic, 2006; van Ommen et al., 2016).

Furthermore, due to the controversial content, all participants

were recruited with the explicit condition that they had seen all

episodes (of the first season) of the show to ensure that they

were aware of the explicit depictions of controversial content

such as rape and suicide. This procedure was approved by the

ethics committee of the host university at (university blinded;

code blinded). The interviews were conducted between October

2017 and December 2017 in The Netherlands. Participants

were recruited through personal contact with the researchers

and their students, although the interviewer in each separate

interview did not intimately know the interviewee. The group

of forty-five participants consisted of 14 males and 31 females,

and their ages ranged between 18 and 24 years old.

Procedure

The interviews lasted about 80min (range: 56–105min)

and took place in respondents’ familiar surroundings (i.e., in

their home, in a quiet place at their university). Participants

were first informed about the procedure, including recording,

transcription, anonymity, and confidentiality, and subsequently

asked to fill out the informed consent form. After the interview,

they were given a debriefing about the aim of the study and

why they were selected, as well as information for post-interview

psychological care if needed. The post-interview psychological

care was arranged with Korrelatie (2015), a Dutch non-profit

foundation that specializes in anonymous psychological help.

Interview guide

This study used a semi-structured interview guide consisting

of three open-ended initial questions paired with potential

probing and follow-up questions. The interview guide and the

order of the questions were not rigidly enforced to facilitate the

natural flow of conversation and not limit the interviewees’ flow

and elaboration. With each initial question, probing questions

were used to get participants to elaborate on their questions

and choices.

The interview started with a question that asked the

participants what their most prominent memory was from

watching 13 Reasons Why. Next, our initial question asked

participants which of the characters they felt was the most

responsible or to blame for Hannah Baker’s suicide. They were

told to use small photo cards that showed headshots of all

the main characters to rank the characters’ blameworthiness.

They were asked to elaborate on their answer, for example by

asking them to make lists from least to most blameworthy,

and were probed to elaborate on the moral intricacies of their

answers. Thirdly, based on their previous answers, participants

were shown clips from the episodes, which showed that different

characters held different/conflicting moral outlooks on events

that happened throughout the show. Participants were asked

to respond to the clips and whether these scenes changed their

perspective on that character or that event. We used the clips

to either elicit further elaboration on previous answers (also

as a validity check) or to probe the participant for possible

nuances or moments of reflection by showing them video

clips that would “challenge” earlier held views on characters or

situations. As such, the selection of scenes was tailored to each

participant’s answer pattern and was used to further elaborate

or deepen our understanding of their position. This was done

by, for example, choosing to watch and discuss a scene that

represented an opposed position taken by the respondent or

showing the perspective of other characters on a specific conflict

in the series. Finally, the participants were asked about their

demographic characteristics and viewing behavior connected to

13 Reasons Why.

A selection of fifty-three video clips from the first season

of show1, a photo-overview sheet that captured all the main

1 A short summary for all the episodes of the first season can be found

here: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1837492/episodes?season=1.
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characters of the show, as well as cards with an individual

headshot of all the main characters, and if the occasion arose, the

episodes themselves were used as visual stimuli in the interviews

to help the interviewees recall the characters and storylines,

help order their attribution of guilt in Hannah’s suicide and to

generally get the interview started (Collier, 1967; Pauwels, 1996;

van Ommen et al., 2016).

Quality measures: Validity and reliability

In this study, several techniques were used to secure the

(internal) validity and reliability of the study. To test the

interview guide, the primary researchers conducted the first

fifteen interviews, and students conducted the other thirty

interviews in the study. The students were trained as part

of a research seminar in qualitative interviewing on moral

rumination. The research seminar explored the literature on

moral rumination and television drama. The interviewers

received several interview training sessions, in which they

familiarized themselves with the moral predicaments in the

series 13 Reasons Why, the interview guide, and practiced

conducting in-depth interviews on potentially sensitive topics

(such as depression, suicide, and slut shaming).

In this context, the internal validity and the study’s reliability

were secured by constant discussion among the interviewers,

enabling peer debriefing (Braun and Clarke, 2013) and the

consistent creation of memos to list externalized thought

processes throughout the process of analysis. The setup of

this study also enabled researcher triangulation, which meant

that the use of several interviewers canceled out individual

biases, and several researchers’ involvement in the data analysis

compensated for potential single-researcher biases (Denzin,

1989). The internal validity was also secured by member

checking, which entailed that the interviewers reported back to

the participants during and after the interviews so that they

could comment on the researcher’s descriptions and summaries

of the responses (Patton, 2002).

Analyses

In-depth interviews were held in Dutch, audio-taped and

transcribed verbatim, and subsequently analyzed using the

qualitative data analysis program MaxQDA2. The analysis was

grounded in three distinct phases of grounded theory research

(Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Boeije, 2002; Patton, 2002). In

the exploration phase, the researchers formulated as many

2 The dataset is not available online. Due to the ethically sensitive

nature of the interview(topics) the informed consent guaranteed full

confidentiality of the interview transcripts for all participants. The

researchers are available to answer specific questions regarding the data.

codes that could be relevant given the research questions

focused on (1) grounds for moral rumination and (2) topics of

moral rumination. In the subsequent specification phase, axial

coding was used to specify further the concepts and categories

concerning the central questions and related (theoretical) topics.

In the reduction phase, selective coding was used to establish the

relationships between the core theme of moral rumination and

the developed categories and codes. Finally, this phase resulted

in an ordering of the core theme, categories, and codes in a way

that would describe the aspects relevant to the research questions

(Patton, 2002). This phase resulted in one model (which for

compactness is split up in Figures 2A–C), which integrates the

variation in antecdents for moral rumination and the topics the

viewer ruminated about.

Results

Based on the analysis of the interviews, the first empirical

distinction that was found was a variation in the nature of

moral rumination, between (1) conclusive moral rumination and

(2) inconclusive moral rumination. The distinction between the

two categories was constructed in the analysis when it became

clear that participants who engaged in moral rumination had

two “endpoints.” One in which at the end of their ruminations,

of comparing the weight of several moral arguments, taking

the perspectives of several characters, or using narrative cues

to nuance their position, they came to a final moral judgment

or conclusion (i.e., conclusive moral rumination). The other

option, was when participants remained stuck in this process

of rumination, and even though they tried continuously, they

were unable to decide on a definitive moral judgment (i.e.,

inconclusivemoral rumination). They simply did not know their

definitivemoral outlook, and continued to go back and forth and

nuance their moral evaluations. In other words, inconclusive

moral rumination was constructed as a category in analyses

when it became clear that the viewer experienced doubt, and

ruminated but was continuously unable to formulate a final

moral judgment or their conclusion is still filled with duality

or doubt.

As seen in Figure 1, these two types of moral rumination

in 13 Reasons Why were prompted by text characteristics, by

the interaction between the text and viewer, and purely based

on viewer characteristics. Additionally, it is important to stress

that overall, the participants only ruminated about complex (i.e.,

offering multiple perspectives, showcasing changes over time)

and morally ambiguous storylines (i.e., unclear who is to blame,

who is immoral). Finally, respondents felt that the storylines

in 13RW were realistic, valid, and truthful representations of

reality, and this seemed to be a prerequisite for rumination.

Sparingly, there were some scenes or character behaviors where

they felt that it was unrealistic (i.e., arguments like it does not

happen that way, no way that would happen in real life, and they
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FIGURE 1

Overview of grounds for moral rumination.

just put this in there for the drama) and this hindered them in

ruminating on the topics at hand.

Moral rumination prompted by
text-characteristics

The results showcase that the greatest variety in antecedents

for moral rumination is based on text characteristics

(Figure 2A), specifically, it can be prompted by mediated

closeness, character evaluations, causal inferences, and taking on

a meta-perspective. These grounds and their variations will be

discussed consecutively.

Mediated closeness

Mediated closeness, the degree to which viewers do or

do not feel a degree of closeness to various characters, often

forms a starting point for ruminations about the content. The

most profound form of mediated closeness that participants

described resulted from identification with various characters

and their fates. Conversely, a complete lack of identification and,

therefore, closeness—as seen in the example below, can result in

a profound sense of distance toward a character.

R: No, no, no. I really don’t know. I don’t think I would

have made the tapes. . . but well. . . I think that if you feel

that way, I don’t know if you really have specific reasons

that everyone, that thirteen people have hurt you so much.

Well I don’t know, I have difficulty imagining myself doing

that, I really do not know why you would do that and, well

kill yourself. (Interview 26, female, 19 years, inconclusive

moral rumination)

On this constructed continuum of mediated closeness,

identification is followed in intensity by a viewer (not) feeling

sympathy for various characters. This sympathy participants

feel for characters results in empathetic concern for characters

and a resounding disavowal of certain characters’ behaviors

when viewers try but ultimately fail to sympathize with

characters. Finally, the last variation of mediated closeness (or

distance) can result from a level of (non) understanding of the

behaviors of various characters. As the participant below shows,

she struggles with understanding the viewpoints of various

characters (specifically Zach and Hannah) in the series.

R: And with the fact that he mentions the list3 again, I

understand why she reacts that way. But she is immediately

defensive, when he says that one thing about “I wanted you to

be my Valentine.” She is unable to see that he is for real I think,

but on the other hand . . . well I can understand why, but on

the other hand well I don’t believe everyone is that way.

I: And his conclusion, is that part of what happens to her

[Hannah] is due to her own behavior. Is that a valid point?

R: Ehm, well that that is difficult to say but I think I

understand maybe in this instance, he gets really angry with

her but well she is also not really nice. But in any other

circumstance I really don’t agree with him, so yeah maybe half

true? I really find it hard to say really. (Interview 7, female,

19 years, inconclusive moral rumination)

If there is a fundamental cognitive lack of understanding of

why characters behave in a certain manner, this rumination will

also result in a profoundly felt disconnect or distance toward

the characters.

Character evaluations

Viewers also came to morally ruminate about characters and

how they evaluated them and their behavior in a variety of ways.

Viewers weighed the nature of the behavior by considering the

characters’ motives and their intent. For example, a respondent

differentiated between Justin and Marcus via the intentionality

of their behavior. “Well maybe. . . partially so. I think the main

difference is that Justin did not have ulterior motives, and in

the case of Marcus his intent was to get in, it was really bad”

(Interview 5, male, 20 years, conclusive moral rumination).

3 The list refers to Season 1, Episode three (“Tape 2, Side A”:

https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Recap/ThirteenReasonsWhyS

01E03Tape2SideA:) When Alex and Jessica broke up, he created a “Hot

List,” where he awards Hannah with “Best Ass” and Jessica with “Worst

Ass.” The unfortunate side-e�ect of all the boys – and particularly Bryce

- assume the list means Alex has had sex with Hannah. This rumor
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FIGURE 2

Moral rumination prompted by text characteristics (A), the interaction between text and viewer characteristics (B), and viewer characteristics (C).
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solidifies Hannah’s promiscuous reputation and ruins her friendship with

Jessica, who blames her breakup on Hannah.

The participants also evaluated the attitude a character held

(and possible changes therein throughout the series), based on

valued character traits and behavior related to topics like loyalty,

authenticity, miscommunication, and the degree to which they

were active participants or instigators of morally reprehensible

behavior. For example, one respondent ruminates about how

she feels about the last interaction between the counselor and

Hannah, and how his intent and start to that interaction were

good and Hannah’s expectations might have been skewed, but in

the end, she feels the counselor failed Hannah.

R: and ehm . . . it is unrealistic what she expects there,

but I do get her because something truly awful happened to

her. And his initial response is good, I have to say, telling

her he will do everything to make her safe. But then he also

stresses the fact that she needs to press charges, and he does

not ask her how she feels about that or what can I do for you.

It is very much you HAVE to press charges, and that is the

only possibility. (Interview 10, female, 19 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

Participants also ruminated on the consciousness of behavior

characters enacted. Herein, participants use the narrative as a

basis to assess and judge if they believed that a character was fully

present, willing and able, and an active participant in the acts

that they felt were morally reprehensible or that the character

was only circumstantially involved and therefore not as

blameworthy or responsible. They pondered the degree to which

they felt a character showed growth throughout the show. This

growth was often assessed through the weight viewers attributed

to the degree to which they saw a character feel and take

responsibility for their actions, the acknowledgment of guilt, and

the perceived (and justified) suffering a character endured.

R: Well yes, you get a clearer vision of him [Alex]. He

truly has remorse for his actions, and that is maybe also why

later in the end he tries to commit suicide. That he just cannot

deal with it anymore, in this scene you truly get to know him,

he is truly sorry and he didn’t mean to do it.

I: Does that make him less guilty?

R: No, he made the list so he is responsible [. . . ] I understand

what he did on the one hand, but also . . . if you love

someone then you shouldn’t do that, just because she will

not sleep with you. (Interview 42, male, 19 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

Finally, they evaluated the role of the character in the show,

and they zoomed in on the function characters had in relation

to the protagonist (who are they to Hannah), their prominence

over the narrative (i.e., are they important enough to have their

own tape or episode) as well as their function as characters

who create plot points that drive the story within the narrative.

Viewers, for example, consider the relationships characters have

toward one another (e.g., Marcus’ reprehensible behavior is less

crucial than Alex’s since he was not Hannah’s friend) and the

role they fulfill in the narrative (e.g., feelings about Alex as the

catalyst for truth-telling surrounding Jessica’s rape).

Causal inferences

A third way viewers come to morally ruminate about the

show, based on text characteristics, is through causal inferences.

When participants engaged in causal inferences, they take all

the factors that played a role in a situation into consideration

and try to analyze if there is truly a clear cause-and-effect

relation present for a specific problem or a certain situation.

Viewers ruminate about the perceived clarity of a problem for

all involved, for example, a respondent pondered if Clay could

have done more for Hannah, but also feels that Hannah did

not communicate her needs well enough. They ponder thereby

ponder if Clay’s behavior was actually to blame (i.e., a cause), for

Hannah’s suicide.

R: Yes, she had the feeling that she was not in it alone.

That someone would help slay her demons. Because these

thoughts are real, I think she may be needed a little push to

share that with someone. But [. . . ] Well maybe he could have

done more . . . He should have done more, but on the other

hand he really couldn’t have done more. He tried talking to

her. He engaged with her, but if she really wanted someone to

be there for her, she should have said so and not cursed him out

and told him to leave. So yeah, I do believe he could have made

the difference, but I also believe that the reason he didn’t stay

is due to her own behavior. (Interview 31, female, 21 years,

inconclusive moral rumination)

Viewers also ruminate about the perceived necessity or

logic of certain behaviors, for example, viewers discuss their

understanding but also confusion about the lengths to which

Courtney goes to keep her lesbian sexuality hidden and protect

her gay fathers. Lastly, viewers also discuss the negative impact

certain behaviors have on (innocent) others as grounds for

rumination. With the previous example of Courtney in mind,

viewers feel conflicted since they have some understanding of

why she would want to protect her identity, but also think that

she causes undue harm toHannah, who is an innocent bystander

in this.

Meta-perspective

The final way text characteristics are the grounds

for moral rumination, is when viewers take on a meta-

perspective in their evaluation of the characters, their behavior,

and the show as a whole. On the one hand, this meta-

perspective manifests itself in viewers, using information

from the series’ narratives and taking on a helicopter
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perspective through this. This perspective leads viewers to,

for example, ponder the behaviors of characters side-by-

side, or compare the weight of the “reasons” for Hannah’s

suicide side by side, thereby combining information from

several episodes.

R:Well, I think he [Zach] just goes in the flow of the other

boys, because they all actually do worse stuff. But I, well . . .

I don’t think he can be blamed, same as with Clay, that if

only this one thing happened and not all the other things it

would not have had an impact. This may be true for a lot

of things though, but comparatively, Zach is actually really

inconsequential. (Interview 1, female, 19 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

The other way this meta-perspective manifests itself

is when viewers ponder the series as a construction.

One respondent, for example, considers the use

of the tapes as a mechanism in the show and

how it creates a certain perspective for viewers

and characters.

R: Yes, well that is what I constantly wonder about

because there are all these reasons why she committed suicide,

so I do not think he was the one factor who could have saved

her, but on the other hand it is so hard to look inside someone’s

head even though the tapes do provide us some input on what

she thought and felt in many cases. (Interview 17, female, 20

years, inconclusive moral rumination)

Moral rumination prompted by the
interaction between viewer and text

Viewers can also come to ruminate because characteristics

of the text intersect with their own characteristics, via indirect

experiential closeness, pondering of alternative scenarios, the

use of schemas, and retrospective assessment of the series (see

Figure 2B).

Indirect experiential closeness

In the case of indirect experiential closeness, viewers

showcase a willingness to place themselves in a character, or

characters’ shoes, and ponder how they would have behaved or

what they would have done in a specific instance.

R: Yes . . . I would not worry about that, I feel like fine

that is how I am and get over it. But maybe when you are a

teenager and your boyfriend puts you at the bottom of a list,

then I would probably also get really angry . . . well in that

situation at that age . . .

I: You would be mad at her?

R: Yes, . . . I think so. Because youmight see her as competition

in a certain way. And then wonder, why does he pick her,

maybe something happened between them. And then she

might overthink it, in the sense who knows what else Alex

thinks about her. So yes, I would get angry. Then, as a teen, . . .

now I would not care. [. . . ] The anger is not justified . . . but I

do understand . . . (Interview 10, female, 19 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

Alternative scenarios

Viewers also engage in moral rumination when they actively

engage with the narrative and ponder, what if explorations

and also engage in forms of narrative reconstruction. In their

ruminations, viewers often contemplate how storylines would

have turned out differently if some events did not happen or if

characters would have behaved differently.

R: Yes, well even though it sounds logical that he says

to Hannah that it might have worked out differently, so then

well it is logical that he feels this way. And that makes it so

sad because it probably would have worked out for the best

for both of them, it could have helped her . . . but on the

other hand, we also understand that if she yells at him that

he then leaves. I think most people would have left if someone

acts that way. (Interview 9, female, 19 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

Additionally, but very closely related to what-if scenarios,

through a form of narrative reconstruction, participants also

explore what they believe should have happened in some events

and how this would have then unfolded. They then also reflect on

why this scenario probably did not develop the way they believed

it should have.

R: No that is probably true, but I also believe that when

she is hiding in the closet and sees what Bryce is doing and

she knows it’s rape, and even though she might want to do

something, she should do something, what can she do? To

truly stop it she should have come out of the closet and said

something or ripped the boy off her or whatever . . . But still

Bryce is a big guy I think, and she might also think that

she would not succeed [. . . ] So I also think she was really

frightened, about what could also happen to her. [. . . ] it is the

moment that she is stuck in the closet, she has two options,

either go out and say something with the possibility that

something might happen or stay put in the closet. And what

truly the best choice is I find hard to say . . . (Interview 5, male,

20 years, inconclusive moral rumination)

Schemas

Viewers also engaged in moral rumination via the

use of schemas. Schemas are efficient mental clusters of

prior knowledge participants hold based on experiences and
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information the participants have gathered in real life or through

media experiences. The schemas that led to rumination in the

current study clustered around general ideas about wellbeing

(e.g., mental health, emotions), general ideas about how one

behaves in certain relationships (e.g., how one should behave as

a parent, as a romantic partner, as a friend) as well as scripts

that dealt with a variety of socio-cultural constructs (e.g., gender

schema’s, puberty, coming-out). Viewers use these schemas

(clusters of knowledge surrounding specific topics) to make

sense of storylines or assess a certain character’s behavior, which

sometimes leads to inner conflict.

R: Well, I get that he might think that she was under

the influence, which you should never assume. Because if you

don’t know, or did not feel it, or whatever, it did not happen.

And generally speaking, you know that people who are raped

are scarred for life by this trauma. So I get that he means

well, but I also get Jessica being really mad because it is her

body and . . . On the one hand, I think why should you bring

someone who doesn’t remember all this mental stress by telling

her, and on the other hand, you have a right to know because

it is your body.. . . (Interview 36, female, 19 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

Retrospection

Finally, moral rumination via the intersection of text and

viewer characteristics also came to the fore in a retrospective

view that some participants applied. This was most prevalent for

participants who had seen the show a while ago and had now re-

entered this narrative world again. This made them reevaluate

specific ideas they believed they had and reassess their stance.

R: Well if you have seen it a while ago, I think you

start to distort things in your head a little. Because you sort

of forget little things and think Clay did not have a tape.

He was perfect. But actually, in rewatching it this sort of

clashes with the little things that you are confronted with,

and then realize oh but wait there was stuff going on. You

sort of need to reassess what you thought you thought, and

you realize that you may have painted a prettier picture in

your head, of Clay being nice and kind and perfect, while

maybe he wasn’t all the time? (Interview 14, female, 20 years,

conclusive moral rumination)

Moral rumination prompted by viewer
characteristics

Less prominent in this sample than rumination prompted

by text characteristics or the interaction between text and

viewer characteristics is moral rumination prompted by viewer

characteristics (Figure 2C). If rumination arose via this path, it

was either via norms and values that were prominent for the

viewer or via direct experiential closeness.

Norms and values

In their ruminations about characters and storylines, viewers

also relied on their own moral framework in which explicated

rules in the form of norms and ideals they hold regarding life

in the form of values play a role. The norms and values were

used as a reference point or touchstone, which they used as a

tool to assess how they felt about specific behaviors. These often

centered around ideals and expectations they had surrounding

relations (e.g., romantic, friendship, parental and professional),

the values of honesty, autonomy, and responsibility. Additionally

and unsurprisingly, the idea that suicide is not the solution

to someone’s problems is also present in the rumination

by viewers.

R: Honesty. Trust I think. Well, I don’t know, I think

that is really important that you, even though it sucks at the

moment but still it is better when you are honest about what

happened, and the blow is though at that moment but if you

don’t say anything the blow will be that much harder later on.

I: Do you understand why he said nothing?

R: Yes, in some way I do understand because it is easier said

than done being truthful. But also that he wants to protect

her, I get that too. But the truth will always get out . . . so . . . . I

don’t know . . . (Interview 32, female, 19 years, inconclusive

moral rumination)

Experiential closeness

The participants also sometimes ruminated about the

content based on their personal experiences and knowledge

about topics that were prominent in the show, such as

struggles with mental health, sexuality, bullying, and sexually

transgressive behavior. One respondent even alluded to the fact

that because of similar experiences, the show helped him find

emotional closure due to watching it.

R: Uhm . . . well it obviously differs per person, how much

you are able to take. But on the other hand, she (Hannah)

really had a lot of shit happen to her throughout the series.

And in the end she had no one left . . . well suicide is difficult

in any case . . . but she had issues.

I: Yes, is that a difficult subject?

R: Yes, it is difficult for me. Because, I was in a similar

situation, so I identified with the situation . . . I understood

that if this would have happened to me in high school, I get

why this is her conclusion [. . . ] as a result I didn’t find it

hard to watch, it helped me [. . . ] it gave me the idea this
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could have been me . . . this is difficult to explain, but maybe

sort of closure? (Interview 27, male, 20 years, conclusive

moral rumination)

These experiences and knowledge led to recognition and an

experiential form of closeness with characters and storylines.

At the same time, sometimes, it also led to a more critical

evaluation of the character, when the representation did not

match their realities.

Discussion

The current study aimed to extend the knowledge around

moral rumination as a concept and to explore a more positive,

growth-oriented perspective on the meaning-making of morally

conflicted television content. As such, our study focused on

answering how young adult viewers come to morally ruminate

about the content of 13 Reasons Why, and what the grounds for

their moral rumination are.

Based on an analysis of forty-five interviews with young

adults, we can conclude that these viewers engaged with the

series 13 Reasons Why function as moral monitors (Zillmann,

2000), and the series prompted moral rumination in viewers.

Interestingly, and similar to the study by Bartsch et al. (2016, p.

758), the presence of rumination by participants was contingent

first and foremost upon them regarding the show, storylines, and

characters as a serious and valid representation of social reality.

When the content was seen as over-the-top, unrelatable, or not

real, then moral evaluations would be simple, and rumination

would not arise.

Based on the current work, we formulated two new

dimensions for the concept of moral rumination (as formulated

by Eden et al., 2017), namely that morally conclusive and

morally inconclusive rumination, which adds to the body of

knowledge about this concept and provides a more refined

way of conceptualizing moral rumination. Within each form of

rumination there were a wide variety of rationale that prompted

ruminative reflection. Still, both forms of rumination were

distinguishable from one another. In the former, the participant

eventually formulated a moral conclusion or judgment to

finalize their ruminations; in the latter case, participants

were unable to reach such a conclusion or final state of

judgment. Inconclusive moral ruminators remained stuck in

a state of moral uncertainty, unable to convince themselves

that one argument or sense of closeness was more morally

sound or convincing than another. When considering these

results from the theoretical perspective of moral growth or

moral maturity sparked by interaction and simulation within

narratives (Winston, 1999; Carroll, 2000; Mar and Oatley, 2008),

one is left to wonder which of the two types of moral rumination

is more beneficial for the viewer? Is it the struggle part of morally

conclusive moral rumination culminating in a final judgment,

or the prolonged state of uncertainty coupled with inconclusive

moral rumination? Future work should focus on establishing

the effects of these different types of moral rumination on the

wellbeing and moral growth outcomes of viewers.

We can conclude that moral rumination—in both forms—

mainly was prompted by text characteristics and the interaction

of text and viewer characteristics and to a lesser extent by

purely viewer characteristics. Text characteristics, in a variety of

four forms (i.e., mediated closeness, character evaluation, causal

inference, and a meta-perspective), all formed grounds from

which participants engaged in moral rumination. In the case of

mediated closeness, as an antecedent, it consisted of variations

in a continuum of empathy to cognition prompting closeness

ranging from identification with characters and situations to

sympathy for characters and an understanding of characters

and situations. All these variations existed in both the positive

form, i.e., identification, sympathy, and understanding resulting

in closeness felt with character, but also conversely a lack of

identification, and failing to sympathize with or understand

characters. While the positive forms of closeness often resulted

in ruminations ending in consensus with characters, or

storylines, in the case of mediated distance rumination often

ended with a fiercely critical disavowal of characters or

situations. These ruminations also were consistently prompted

by the storylines that were ambivalent or lacked moral

closure. In the case of storylines where there was no moral

ambivalence, for example, Bryce’s rape of Hannah, participants

only formulated straightforward moral condemnation.

Interestingly, our results tied to causal inferences as a text

characteristic based on the clarity of issues the characters faced,

the necessity of actions taken, and the weighing of the impact

of behavior as well as a certain element of character evaluations

(i.e., nature, attitude, and consciousness), are in line with

the results by Tamborini et al. (2018) relating to attribution

theory. The degree to which external factors (i.e., stimulus or

circumstances) in the storylines of 13RW caused characters to

behave immorally created a greater sense of leniency in the

process of moral rumination and formulating a moral judgment

than when the characters themselves were seen as the cause.

Furthermore, almost all the characters, who are central to

a tape in the series, showcase that they are morally complex

through, for example, the explication of circumstances for their

behavior in a tape (i.e., Courtney, who wants to protect her

dads, Justin, who has a terrible home situation and has been

dependent on Bryce). Further, they also demonstrate character

growth (i.e., both Alex and Justin owned up to their terrible

behavior and wanted to make amends). If seen from this vantage

point, the rumination prompted by the evaluation of the role of

the character and the evaluation of the growth of the character is

in line with earlier work by Kleemans et al. (2017) and Daalmans

et al. (2018) on audience responses to character development

in morally complex characters. These studies already proposed

that the evaluation of characters—as they grow throughout a
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film narrative—is crucial in how we respond to characters.

In the present study, we add to the body of knowledge that

character growth and their role in a series provide a basis

for viewer rumination and their subsequent moral judgments.

The difference between the films in the mentioned studies by

Kleemans et al. (2017) and Daalmans et al. (2018) and the

current research is the lack of moral closure in the series

(compared to film), an ensemble of main characters (instead

of a leading protagonist in the films) and the time spent with

the characters (13 h compared to an average of two for a

film). We speculate that specific characteristics, by themselves

and in combination with one another might heighten viewer

rumination to a greater degree.

The final text-driven ground that prompted participants to

engage in moral rumination was by taking on ameta-perspective

toward the series and particular storylines. Participants used

information from the entirety of the series to create judgments,

contextualize, understand and ruminate about a character’s

behavior unfolding in earlier episodes. They also came to

ruminate about the series’ content when they regarded the show

as a creation, a product with certain production characteristics.

This mode in which they regarded the series as a construction

is similar to the critical decoding in syntactical form, as

evidenced in the classical study on the TV show Dallas by

Katz and Liebes (1990).

Our results also pointed to the interaction between text and

viewer characteristics as grounds for moral rumination. For this

interaction, we also found four ways in which this interaction

led to moral rumination (i.e., indirect experiential closeness,

alternative scenarios, schemas, and retrospection). Similar to

studies exploring moral evaluation of television narratives (van

Ommen et al., 2014, 2016, 2017), indirect experiential closeness

led to moral rumination in viewers because the mental process

of putting themselves in a character’s shoes led the to debate

the “right” choice in that situation among the various options

at hand. And while the studies by van Ommen et al. primarily

focused on narratives about professionals (in the workplace),

the current study empirically validates the presence of indirect

experiential closeness for young adults with themes relating to

the private sphere.

Furthermore, in the creation of alternative scenarios and

ruminating about what the best and most appealing storylines

would be for (liked and disliked) characters and why those

eventually would not work, participants showcased the variety

of meaning-making processes outlined in Hall’s central model of

encoding and decoding (Hall, 1993) and empirically reveal the

“active audience” in processes of meaning-making. Participants

then actually engage in forms of “play” (Katz et al., 1992), in

which they engage in contrasting what might be, what could be,

and what should be scenarios with what happened and why.

The schemas that participants used in their rumination

were generally schemas about the “real-world” rather than story

schemas. For example, schemas surrounding scripts of gender,

sexuality, and how to act in a variety of relationships. So

these were less focused on, for example, schemas that were

connected with the story world (i.e., archetypes, genre criteria).

For example, we believed that schemas tied to character types

such as the “bad boy,” might play a role in the moral evaluation

and rumination about the show, but this was not the case. It

might be the case that instead of using archetypes as schemas,

each morally ambiguous character throughout the series became

a prototype of themselves (Sanders, 2010).

The final way moral rumination was grounded in the

intersection of text and viewer characteristics was through a

sort of retrospective mode of evaluation. This was primarily

prompted for viewers whose initial viewing of the show was a

while ago when the interview took place. They then sometimes

engaged in a retrospective evaluation of what they remembered

and contrasted that with what they “re-learned” through clips

in the interview itself. Rumination then unfolded because what

they remembered did not match the facts that were present in

the clips they viewed in the interview.

Viewer characteristics were the final and least prominent

ground on which moral rumination could be grounded. This

could take on the form of the prominence of personal norms

and values as well as direct experiential closeness. Compared

with earlier studies onmoral evaluation, the participants focused

less on viewer characteristics as grounds for morally ruminating

about the characters, storylines, or the show in general.

This distinction might be because the real-life (professional)

experiences in previous studies more closely matched the

fictional (professional) lives on screen (van Ommen et al., 2014,

2016, 2017), while for this sample, we found that there were

relatively few participants who had direct experiences with

the topics of the show such as depression, sexual harassment,

bullying, and suicide. Interestingly, when the rumination was

prompted by similar experiences of participants in real life, the

direct experiential closeness led both to ruminate about overlap

in personal experiences and the representation in the show as

well as a counter-argumentation due to a mismatch between

personal experiences and the representation in the show. In

some exceptional cases, the rumination even led to forms of

reflection and feelings of emotional closure on traumatic life

events the participants had encountered. This leads us to believe

that this form of conflicted and popular media content dealing

with controversial themes can serve as a (potential) tool to

promote inner reflections, moral growth, and psychological

wellbeing. The current study thereby adds to a wealth of previous

research on eudaimonic entertainment which has consistently

found that viewers reflected not only on the deeper meaning

of the content but also on the meaning of autobiographical

events, including negative experiences (Oliver and Hartmann,

2010; Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2013; Bartsch and Mares,

2014; Bartsch et al., 2014).

Finally, we can conclude that regardless of the antecedents

the moral rumination was anchored in, all moral ruminations
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were tied to the main premise of the show, and dealt with either

the portrayal of mental health issues (i.e., suicide, depression,

victimhood, and bullying), the attributions of feelings of guilt

and responsibility, and discussions of (healthy and consensual

vs. non-consensual) sexual relations and identity. Furthermore,

as mentioned before, both conclusive and inconclusive moral

rumination were grounded in the greatest variety in textual

characteristics, followed by the interaction between text and

viewers, and in the least variety in viewer characteristics. These

results seem to strengthen conclusions by Eden et al.(2017,

p. 150), who stated that “. . . moral rumination may be tied

specifically to the conflict presented in the storyline, the specific

act featured, or the ambiguity of moral resolution provided by

the narrative,” maybe even more so than viewer characteristics.

As with all studies, this study also had its limitations which

provide interesting avenues for future research. By focusing on

13 Reasons Why as a series, the topics of moral rumination

are inherently tied to themes of guilt and responsibility,

issues with mental health, and sexually transgressive behaviors,

whereas other morally controversial shows like, for example,

the controversial Euphoria (2019, created and written by Sam

Levinson) might introduce other topics for viewers to ruminate

about. Additionally, one might wonder if encountering similar

themes in a different genre might impact the extent to which

moral rumination arises. Sex Education (2019, created by Laurie

Nunn) deals with similar topics of, for example, sexual consent,

responsibility, and harassment in a layered and complex way,

but is presented as a dramedy rather than a drama series. Will

the genre impact the possibility for moral rumination, or might

the complex presentation of the themes be enough for the

viewer to come to ruminate on these themes? To assess if the

current findings are also transferable to other fictional content

focusing on other (controversial) topics, future qualitative and

quantitative research is needed to establish this.

Additionally, the age of the sample of participants

should be diversified in future research to assess if older

participants might be more capable of and willing to reflect

on experiences they had in their teen years or if these

ruminations might be most prevalent for teenagers themselves.

Viewer characteristics connoting individual differences such as

explication of experiences similar to the content need for closure,

and levels of moral maturity could also be explicated as sampling

strategies in future research.

Finally, since the development of moral rumination as a

concept—even with the newly articulated variations of morally

conclusive and morally inconclusive rumination—is still very

much under development, new research is also needed to

more clearly delineate what moral rumination is and how it

might impact moral growth, moral maturity, and aspects of

psychological wellbeing. Future research should therefore build

on the current study and endeavor to take the variations of

morally conclusive and morally inconclusive rumination into

consideration as well.

In conclusion, the current study more fully explored moral

rumination as a result of morally complex television content

and thereby extends the study by Eden et al. (2017) on moral

rumination. Our findings suggest that this type of popular,

morally complex media content promotes moral rumination

from a great variety of antecedents, causes reflection and

meaningful thought in viewers, and, as such, might add to

the psychological wellbeing of viewers. In line with the study

conducted by Lauricella et al. (2018), the participants in this

study found the content of the show very meaningful, used it

for reflection on a difficult subject, and sometimes even reached

a sense of closure on a complex part of their life story. Where in

communication science, in general, controversial media is often

seen as a gateway to negative effects, this study sheds a more

positive, constructive, and contemplative outlook on this type of

morally complex content, thereby adding to the growing body

of literature which can be seen as positive media psychology or

positive communication science (Raney et al., 2019, 2020).
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